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Abstract

Including Smartphone End User Apps in the Context
of the Company Contact Center

Edvard Zak

Smartphones are becoming increasingly popular with the result that customers prefer
to carry out at least some of the customer services using an app on a mobile device.
Among app users, smooth transfer to a live agent is seen as an important feature and
this means that the company contact center will need a solution to handle this as well
as increasing numbers of interactions. The question this thesis tries to answer is how
can smartphone end user apps be included in the context of the company contact
center?
To answer this question research has been conducted regarding the possibilities with
an Android smartphone, with the results of this research being used to define a use
case, a state flow diagram and create a demonstration app. 
The thesis has shown that it is possible to have an app as an online channel for
customer service interactions. New possibilities in comparison to traditional
telephony include that customer data such as topic, authentication, location and
multimedia can be sent to the contact center before an actual interaction is started. 
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Sammanfattning 

Smartphones blir alltmer populära, med resultatet att konsumenter föredrar 

att utföra åtminstone en del kundtjänstärenden med en app. Frågan detta 

examensarbete söker svar på är hur kan en smartphone app för slutanvändare 

inkluderas i ett företags contact center?  

För att besvara frågan har en undersökning av möjligheterna med en 

Android smartphone genomförts. Resultatet av undersökningen har använts 

för att definiera användarfall, flödesdiagram och slutligen en demoapp. 

Examensarbetet visar att det är möjligt att ha en app som en onlinekanal 

för kundtjänstinteraktioner. Nya möjligheter, i jämförelse med traditionell 

telefoni, är till exempel att skicka med kunddata bestående av ämne, 

identifiering, position och multimedia, före själva interaktionen börjat.  
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1 Introduction 

This thesis deals with the problem of increasing demand on contact centers 

and a possible solution to this, using smartphone applications (apps). 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Smartphone penetration has risen sharply, in Sweden from 30% in Q1 

2011 to 63% in Q1 2013 (Google, 2013o). Among smartphone users, apps are 

the second or third most popular activity after SMS and in some countries 

mobile Web (Nielsen Company, 2013). Swedish smartphone users have an 

average of 39 apps installed. (Google, 2013o). According to a survey by 

Clickfox in 2011, 78% use apps for customer service such as billing, account 

status or updates and interactive chat. According to another survey, by Nuance 

Communications (2012a) in North America, 60% of smartphone users have 

downloaded a carrier app and 55% a banking app, although approximately 

only half of those surveyed actually use the app. The Clickfox (2011) survey 

states that over 90% of respondents would replace some or all traditional 

customer service channels with a mobile app if available. 

In companies, customer service is usually managed by an organizational 

unit called the contact center. The contact center handles customer interactions 

over different channels such as voice telephony, e-mail, chat and smartphone 

apps. A means to manage all these interactions over different channels 

efficiently is to use a contact center platform, which is an application 

framework that ensures that customer interaction flows are managed 

according to a company’s business plan. This can mean that customer 

interactions should be routed to an agent with appropriate skills at an 

appropriate department within a decided time frame. The contact center 

platform can also provide the agent with different kinds of information to 

efficiently meet customer needs. This can both be information about the 

current transaction and information fetched from legacy systems or from the 

contact center platform itself. (TeliaSonera, 2013c) 

It has become increasingly common for customer service to move to 

smartphone apps, which is something relatively new. To handle these 

interactions, the contact center platform will need intelligent solutions. The 

solutions might be able to take advantage of the fact that a smartphone may 

contain a lot of customer data. 
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1.2 AIM OF THESIS 

The aim of this thesis is to examine how smartphone end user apps can be 

used as an online channel to the contact center platform for customer service 

interactions. I intend to answer the question: 

How can smartphone end user apps be included in the context of the company contact 

center in order to be a useful addition to the company? 

 

When answering this question focus will be on the following aspects: 

1. Use cases: Define customer friendly use cases where information collected in an 

app is good to have transferred to the contact center.  

2. Multimedia: What customer data can be passed to the contact center as the 

smartphone is reaching out to the contact center over different channels (e.g. e-

mails, SMS, voice, callback, social media)? What is needed?  

3. Network integration: Draw the high-level architecture, what are the critical steps 

to pass, firewalls?  

4. Security: Address and suggest solutions to security issues. How is the integrity of 

business and customer data preserved when the smart phone is accessing the 

contact center? Risks of scam, hijack etc?  

5. Are there any drawbacks with the proposed solution? 

 

A smartphone app (client) with corresponding contact center platform 

services (server) will be developed to demonstrate an answer to the aim of this 

thesis.  

1.3 DELIMITATIONS 

This thesis will focus on Android smartphone apps, GenesysLabs’ contact 

center platform and personal customer service over the voice channel. 

In addition to the previously listed aspects, two other issues are of interest, 

but not prioritized due to time restrictions, namely:  

1. Economy: Make a model for calculating investments and maintenance 

2. Market inventory: How are companies exposing their customer service through 

smartphone apps? 

A market inventory is however conducted, but mainly as a part of the 

method chosen to answer the main aspects and not as an aspect of itself. 

Some related topics are not included in the thesis due to company secrecy, 

namely the full server services APIs, a full server settings overview, a few 

security concerns and finally appendices with known technical (server) issues 
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and limitations, an economic model, complete use cases and additional ideas 

of functionality outside the scope of this thesis. 

1.4 DISPOSITION 

This thesis is divided into eight parts. The first part, chapter 1, discusses 

the starting-points of the thesis. In the following two chapters Theory and 

Method is presented. This is followed by Results of Market Inventory and 

App Permission Research, Resulting Application Design and Resulting 

Prototype. Finally the Discussion in chapter 7 and the Conclusions in chapter 

8 conclude the thesis.  

At the end of the thesis, there is a Glossary for the most important terms 

and acronyms.  
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2 Theory 

The first section of this chapter defines what contact centers are, describes 

some customer behavior regarding customer service apps and gives a summary 

of the contact center platform used in this thesis, including the mobile 

engagement component. In the second section smartphones are defined, 

followed by a description of the smartphone operating system Android and 

some short descriptions of other technologies related to this thesis.  

2.1 CUSTOMER SERVICE AND CONTACT CENTERS 

According to Encyclopaedia Britannica, customer service can be described 

as an array of actions to satisfy existing customers, with the aim to develop a 

reputation of being user-friendly and easy to do business with. To know if this 

is the case, firms continually monitor how their customer service perform and 

compare it with competitors. One part of customer service is to allow 

customers to ask questions to the company about its products and services. 

(logistics, 2013) These questions are usually handled by a company’s contact 

center. A contact center (2013) is defined by Oxford English Dictionaries as “an 

integrated and usually automated communications system that coordinates all 

telephone and electronic contacts between an organization and the public”. 

Gartner IT Glossary explains that a contact center system (2013) is “a computer-

based system that provides call and contact routing for high-volume telephony 

transactions, with specialist answering “agent” stations and a sophisticated 

real-time contact management system.” It goes on to give a more specific 

definition of contact center (systems) including that:  

 “They are software applications typically residing on an adjunct 

server or switch-based processor system (…)” 

 “They provide intelligent routing of an incoming communication 

(that is, a call, e-mail, text chat, Web collaboration or facsimile) to 

the appropriate resource (that is, agent-assisted or self-service) 

through an algorithm more sophisticated than simple hunt groups. “ 

 “They provide the ability to generate historical activity reports (…) 

as well as supervisory capabilities including, but not limited to, real-

time monitoring and reporting of a system’s workload, agent status 

lookups, viewing the number of contacts in the queue”. 
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2.1.1 CUSTOMER SERVICE APPS 

A Nuance Communications (2012b) states that consumers prefer customer 

service apps for different reasons: 45% say it’s more convenient, 40% say it’s 

always available, 25% say I don’t want to wait on hold to get help, 20% say it’s 

more personal and 16% say I prefer not to talk to a person for some issues. 

The Nuance Communications (2012b) gives some clues about what is most 

likely to drive customers mobile app usage: 35% say effortless transition to a 

live agent from a mobile, 27% want the app to "better meet my needs", 21% 

want the app to offer more (self-service) functionality and 17% want the app 

to be easier to use. Another interesting point is that the majority of 

smartphone users surveyed (72%) said that they have a more positive view of a 

company if they have a smartphone app. 

2.1.2 CONTACT CENTER PLATFORM 

The focus of this thesis is on the contact center system from GenesysLabs, 

more specifically its Customer Interaction Management Platform v.8 (CIM). 

CIM manages customer interactions over channels including voice, e-mail, 

Web, video, SMS, chat and mobile are funneled by the CIM platforms into a 

single queue. The platform then allows interactions over all channels to be 

handled in a consistent manner according to routing and or reporting 

strategies defined by the company. Interactions can be routed based on agent 

skills, platform statistics such as queue time and data from the company’s 

other databases. Once an agent is chosen for an interaction, a screen-pop with 

relevant information can be prepared for the agent. Routing resources used by 

the strategies may be virtual, meaning that they are not bound by physical 

locations. The platform also enables management of customer interactions 

over their “whole lifecycle”, for example by triggering a SMS or an e-mail after 

an agent interaction has created some back-office result. Another feature of 

the platform is that it provides a customer conversation history across all 

channels and real-time operational statistics.  

The CIM platform is part of a modular architecture, meaning that different 

services such as incoming voice, outbound voice campaigns and electronic 

channels including e-mail are run as different servers. (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2012; TeliaSonera, 2013b) 

Mobile engagement can be achieved with the add-on component Genesys 

Mobile Services (GMS), which allows externally accessible APIs while providing 

some built-in functionality to manage API requests. APIs are designed with 

the REST architecture and requests are sent to the GMS as HTTP POSTs 

(Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013c). One example of a request 
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is to send some customer data and request an access number that can be used 

to call an appropriate agent group at the contact center. The request body can 

contain various data, as long as it is formatted as a JSON-object. The GMS 

can be accessed with external API:s in two different ways, either with some 

basic built-in functionality or by using custom defined logic for the associated 

Orchestration Server (ORS). The GMS also allows callbacks and sending push 

notifications to an end user. 

2.1.2.1 Basic Mobile Engagement Services Based on Genesys Mobile 

Services 

Genesys Mobile Services provides a basic functionality to allow 

smartphone apps to establish connections to the contact center platform over 

the Internet. This basic built-in service, called request-interaction, provides an 

API for smartphone apps to let an end user contact the contact center with a 

request over the Internet, whereby the contact center will use very basic access 

number allocation to provide the end user with an access number (Dialed 

Number Identifications Service, DNIS) and a period of time during which the 

access information will be reserved for the end user. In addition, an optional 

access code may be used for security. GMS requires the end user client app to 

provide it with the phone number of the customer, but in addition to this any 

String or file with customer data can be passed on to the contact center 

platform, see Table 1 for the API of the externally accessible GMS-based 

services. (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013b) 

 

Table 1: API of external GMS-based services for v8.1.1 (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013b) 

Service Parameters Type 

request-interaction, request _phone_number String/ANI 

 _provide_code String/Boolean 

 _resource_group String 

 _appdataname String or file 

request-interaction, response _access_number String/DNIS 

 _access_code String 

 _expiration_time String/Integer 

 

GMS also have some built-in services that are used internally for all 

external API requests, both GMS- and ORS-based. One fundamental service 

for incoming voice calls, request-access, is used internally by any service that 

handles external HTTP POST requests to retrieve and reserve access 

information. Another service, match-interaction, is used to match an incoming 

phone call session with a session previously created when the server received 
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the request that used the external API. For any customer interaction, a call to 

match-interaction always has to be preceded by a call to request-access, but 

this will usually happen in different sessions. See Table 2 for API-details of the 

internal GMS-based services. (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 

2013b) 

 

Table 2: API of internal GMS-based services for v8.1.1 (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013b) 

Service Parameters Type 

match-interaction, request _access_number String/DNIS 

 _phone_number String/ANI 

 _access_code String 

match-interaction, response _id String 

 _data_id String 

request-access, request _id String 

 _provide_code String/Boolean 

 _phone_number String/ANI 

 _resource_group String 

 _booking_expiration_timeout String/Integer 

request-access, response _access_number String/DNIS 

 _access_code String 

 _expiration_time String/Integer 

2.1.2.2 Advanced Mobile Engagement Services Based on Orchestration 

Server 

The Orchestration Server is used as the backend for more advanced and 

customized functionality, such as callbacks, push notifications or to return 

queue statistics and operating hours. Service calls are always made to the GMS, 

which then can forward them to the ORS. A generalized external service 

request API for ORS-based services is very similar to the GMS-based service 

described in Table 1, with the difference that the service name is a custom 

value. Genesys also provides a number of examples of specialized services 

which have additional parameters specified. Examples relevant for this thesis 

are request-inbound-immediate and request-outbound-delayed. (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013d) 

ORS, along with URS described later, is the component of the CIM 

platform that provides core functionality for interaction management. ORS 

dynamically manages interactions by using business rules and dynamic data, 

such as statistics while processing, or “orchestrating”, customer service 

applications. Its session based engine is based on the open standard State Chart 

XML (SCXML), which means that it can interact with third party applications. 

ORS applications are hosted on an Application server or a Web server. 
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The key feature of the ORS is that an interaction with a customer about an 

inquiry can be treated as a single service even if it is made up of both 

automatic and personal services that can be spread over time and conducted 

over multiple channels such as voice, email and SMS. In example that a 

customer calls the contact center, emails some supplemental information and 

eventually receives a confirmation SMS that the request is completed. 

(Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013h) 

2.1.2.3 State Chart XML 

The ORS routing engine is based on SCXML, or the "State Chart 

extensible Markup Language", which according to the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C, 2013) “provides a generic state-machine based execution 

environment based on CCXML and Harel State Tables.” It supports the most 

basic state machine concepts of state, transition and event as well as parallel 

states, sub-states, transition conditions, entry and exit functions, data models, 

functional modules or extensions through namespaces and other state 

machine functionality.  It also supports ECMAScript within SCXML. (W3C, 

2013; Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013h) ECMAScript is a 

scripting standard based on and implemented as JavaScript and JScript (Ecma 

International, 2011; ECMAScript, 2013). 

This language design makes SCXML suitable for customer service 

applications as they need to be highly event-driven and work in an 

asynchronous environment (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 

2013h). 

2.1.2.4 Other Platform Components in Use 

The Universal Routing Server (URS) is the other component of the CIM 

platform, along with the ORS, that provides the core functionality for 

interaction management. It supports the ORS with routing functions that 

allows the ORS to direct interactions from various platforms including on-

premise private branch exchanges (PBX) or automatic call distributors (ACD), 

Internet Protocol (IP) PBXs, e-mail servers and Web servers. (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013h) 

The ORS and URS cannot control telephony interactions directly, instead 

an interface for telephony is provided by a Telephony Server (T-Server) which 

enables a Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)-link to control telephony 

hardware. The T-Server is either customized for specific telephony hardware 

or a soft-switch combined with a T-Server for the soft-switch, an example of 
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the latter is (Genesys) SIP Server. (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 

2013f; Genesys University, 2011) 

Another key component is the Stat Server, which tracks the real-time states 

of interactions and calculates statistics and other performance measurements 

of contact center events and activities. It also provides the URS with 

information such as agent availability. (Genesys Telecommunications 

Laboratories, 2011)  

All platform components have their configuration data stored and 

processed on the Configuration Server. The server also stores resources such 

as agents, directory numbers (DN), routing points (RP), routing scripts, list 

objects and various other objects and settings needed by the contact center 

platform to perform routing and other activities. (Genesys University, 2011) 

Finally an agent desktop is the component that allows contact center 

interactions to reach agents, one example is TeliaSonera’s Agent Interaction 

Suite (AIS) which is a web-based user interface for agents to handle 

interactions and view customer data with screen-pops. (TeliaSonera, 2013a) 

2.2 SMARTPHONES 

The difference between an advanced cell phone and smartphone is vague. 

The Oxford English dictionaries define smartphone (2013) as “a mobile phone 

that is able to perform many of the functions of a computer, typically having a 

relatively large screen and an operating system (OS) capable of running 

general-purpose applications.” The key difference to a non-smartphone with 

many features, sometimes known as a feature phone, is the ability of the OS to 

run general purpose applications. The PC Magazine (2013) Encyclopedia adds 

that “(…) In addition to their built-in functions, smartphones run myriad free 

and paid applications (…)”. In summary, a contact center app can only be 

published easily to a smartphone, although there might not be any technical 

limitations to create a contact center app for a non-smartphone. 

2.2.1 ANDROID 

The smartphone definition above mentions an OS capable of running 

general-purpose applications. One OS capable of this is Android, the world’s 

most popular mobile platform according to its developers (Google, 2013p)1. 

                                                            
 

1 Android’s global marketshare of smartphone sales was 80% in Q3 2013 according to 
Gartner(2013) 
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The official description is: “Android is an open-source software stack created 

for a wide array of devices with different form factors. The primary purposes 

of Android are to create an open software platform available for carriers, 

OEMs, and developers to make their innovative ideas a reality and to 

introduce a successful, real-world product that improves the mobile 

experience for users. (…)” (Google & Open Handset Alliance, 2013c) 

2.2.1.1 Android OS and Security 

The Android OS is based on the Linux kernel. It defines a hardware 

abstraction layer (HAL) interface that device vendors must abide in order to 

use the application framework that is run on top of this.  Applications and 

some of the system services are run on the managed runtime Dalvik, a virtual 

machine (VM), which was created especially for the Android project. (Google 

& Open Handset Alliance, 2013b)  

Android is designed so that each application is a different user in a multi-

user Linux system and by default runs in its own Linux process. Each process 

in turn has its own VM, meaning that apps run in sandboxes separated from 

each other at the kernel-level. An additional security feature is that Android 

apps by default only can use limited system resources. To use further 

resources, an app developer has to specify explicitly which resources to use in 

the so called manifest. The OS will then at install time ask if the end user 

wants to install the app and give it permission to use those resources. An app 

will either be installed with all permissions requested or not at all. (Google & 

Open Handset Alliance, 2013a)  

2.2.1.2 Android Apps 

The programming language used for apps is Java2, but the apps run on 

Dalvik (Google, 2013b). The programming language used for apps is Java, but 

the apps run on Dalvik (Google, 2013b). The Dalvik virual machine (VM) is 

designed specifically for Android and is not a Java virtual machine (JVM), as it 

implements bytecode differently for efficient execution (Walls, 2011). Apps 

can be distributed through a market place such as Google Play or in many 

other ways as an Android package (APK) (Google, 2013h). Google Play is the 

most visited Android app marketplace, it requires Google Play Services to be 

installed on the device, but then offers developers an additional set of APIs to 

                                                            
 

2 Parts of an app can be implemented in C or C++, but it’s not recommended. The only exception 
to this is for functionality with “CPU-intensive operations that don't allocate much memory” and 
that the Android API framework does not provide. (Google, 2013a) 
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interface Google services such as Maps and cloud messaging (Google, 2013c; 

2013f). 

 In Android apps, code and resources such as user interface (UI) layout, 

images and strings should be separated to facilitate updating them 

independently (Google, 2013i). The Android component that provides user 

interaction management with a screen of information is an instance of the 

Activity class called an activity. A simple app may only need one activity, while 

more advanced can have many. (Phillips & Hardy, 2013:2) An activity can 

either manage the UI itself or host one or more fragments. A fragment can be 

thought of as a modular part of an activity that represents some functionality 

or UI, which either can be used to build a multi-pane UI and or be reused in 

multiple activities. (Google, 2013d) Phillips & Hardy (2013:147) recommends 

always using fragments for the UI. 

 Android apps should according to Phillips & Hardy (2013:35), be designed 

around the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture, which is described 

later. 

2.2.1.3 Android Activity Life Cycle and Memory Management  

Each Android activity has a lifecycle with transitions between the three 

possible states running, paused and stopped. When a transition occurs, an 

Activity method notifies the activity instance of the state change, in example 

with onPause() when going from running to paused and with onResume() for the 

opposite transition. (Phillips & Hardy, 2013:53)  

State transitions happen when launching and leaving an app, in example 

when a user first launches an app and then presses the back button, the app 

will transition to the paused state, then the stopped state and finally make the 

transition that destroys the activity instance. If the user however instead 

presses the home button, then the OS will not destroy the activity instance 

immediately, but rather wait until the system actually needs the memory. To 

facilitate recreating an activity instance if the user chooses to return to the app, 

the OS automatically calls the method onSaveInstanceState() to ask all activity 

views to save their state data before destroying an activity. This method does 

however not save other variables by itself, but this method can be overridden 

by the developer to save additional data. (Phillips & Hardy, 2013:59-65) 

State transitions can also happen at other times such as when a small pop-

up window partly covers an activity and when a device is rotated. The reason 

why a rotation can create a transition is that if the orientation changes, than 

there might be other resource that better match the new runtime configuration 

of the device, in example a new UI layout. (Phillips & Hardy, 2013:61) 
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2.2.2 GOOGLE CLOUD MESSAGING 

One means of sending push notifications to devices running Android is by 

utilizing Google Cloud Messaging (GCM). GCM handles queuing of messages 

from an application server and delivers them to an Android app, with a 

maximum payload of 4kb. To authenticate involved parties and address 

messages, the following credentials are used: Sender (Project) ID to identify 

the application server, Application ID to identify the app based on its package 

name, registration ID that is issued by GCM servers to a specific app on a 

specific device and Sender Auth Token (Key) that authorizes the application 

server to send messages to GCM servers. (Google, 2013e) 

Genesys Mobile Service has built-in functionality to work as a GCM 

application server (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013e). 

2.3 RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 

In order for the contact center platform and smartphone to communicate, 

some additional technologies and architectures are used, namely JSON, REST 

and Model-View-Controller. These will be described in some more detail in 

the following sections. 

2.3.1 JSON 

JSON, or JavaScript Object Notation, is a lightweight, programming 

language independent, standard format for data interchange (Ecma 

International, 2013). The site json.org (2013) claims that “It is easy for humans 

to read and write. It is easy for machines to parse and generate.” JSON (2013) 

is according to Wikipedia mainly used for data interchange between servers 

and web applications, being an alternative to XML. 

2.3.2 REST 

REST, Representational State Transfer, is an architectural style that 

according to Fielding (2000) “(…) has been used to guide the design and 

development of the architecture for the modern Web.” REST is composed of 

a set of interaction constraints that stress scalability of interactions and 

independency of component. (Fielding, 2000)  

According to Wikipedia, REST can be used when developing Web services. 

It then reuses operation vocabulary of the HTTP protocol such as POST. 

(representational state transfer, 2013) Advantages of REST include that the 

statelessness simplifies implementation and that it can be implemented 
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quickly, while disadvantages include that servers and clients used are 

vulnerable to the same threats as any Web service (National Security Agency, 

2011). One result of the simplicity of implementation is that the Web service 

APIs can be tested before the client application is developed (jetbrains.com, 

2013), in example before any smartphone code is implemented. 

2.3.3 MODEL-VIEW-CONTROLLER 

Model-View-Controller (MVC) is an application design architecture that 

divides all programming objects into the three categories model, view and 

controller. The categories are in turn corresponding to three layers with similar 

names. 

 Model objects are often classes designed to model what the app is 

concerned with, such as a user or a product, they hold the application’s data 

and “business logic” while having no knowledge of the UI.  

View objects are usually objects that can be seen on screen, they know how 

to draw themselves on screen and can handle user input. 

Controller objects contain the “application logic” and manage events from 

view objects and update them with data from model objects. (Phillips & 

Hardy, 2013:35-36)  
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3 Method 

The following chapter explains the choice of methods used to answer the 

aim of this thesis and how these methods have been deployed in more detail. 

3.1 RESEARCH METHOD 

The methods chosen to examine how smartphone end user apps can be 

included in the context of the company contact center were initiated by 

conducting a market inventory of customer service apps and what smartphone 

resources they use. The results of the inventory, combined with a research of 

all accessible smartphone resources, were used to create a use case for a 

smartphone app to contact the contact center platform. The use case was in 

turn used to create a state diagram of a smartphone app that should 

demonstrate the answer to the question. The actual app development has been 

divided into two phases, one phase where basic functionality is implemented 

and one phase where more advanced functionality is added. Corresponding 

contact center platform server functionality is also implemented. 

3.2 MARKET INVENTORY METHOD 

The market inventory focuses on big companies with many contacts to 

their contact center. The inventory is primarily of the Swedish market, but a 

few large foreign companies are included. The companies chosen are mainly 

major phone carriers, banks, power companies, government agencies and a 

few current or previous Swedish monopolies. The phone carriers are all the 

four major carriers (Post- och telestyrelsen, 2012), the banks are chosen as the 

“big four” Swedish banks (Affärsbankernas Service, 2013), the power 

companies are chosen as the three producing the most electricity (Svensk 

Energi – Swedenenergy, 2013). Foreign companies are chosen based on 

number of downloads and or interesting features. The market inventory is 

based on 20 apps available on Google Play (2013n) during week 37 in 2013 

and one mobile website. Two areas of the apps where covered by the market 

inventory, functionality as seen by the user and app permissions. The reason 

to include app permissions is that some functionality might be hidden, 

especially whether any customer data is sent to the contact center, and with 

app permissions it can at least be known what customer data is not used by 

the app. 
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3.3 APP PERMISSION RESAERCH METHOD 

The market inventory gives some initial ideas of what functionality a 

customer service app may be expected to have, but to find out all possibilities 

a research of the Android manifest permissions is conducted. An area of 

special interest is what multimedia or other user data might be of use for a 

contact center interaction. To find out, all Android resource permissions 

defined at the developer.android.com reference page regarding Android 

manifest permissions (Google, 2013g) were investigated and categorized into 

kinds of multimedia and other user data or kinds of other functionality. The 

usability of the permissions in the contact center platform app context are 

then estimated based on the permission descriptions, with high usability 

meaning likely, medium meaning possible and low meaning unlikely. Media 

types deemed possibly controversial are estimated to have low usability. 

3.4 METHOD DISCUSSION 

A weakness with the market inventory is that it is conducted by examining 

app information available to end users and not the internal app designs, as the 

former is much more easily available. With the internal workings of the apps 

unknown, some important functionality could be hidden from the end user 

and hence not noticed during the market inventory. This weakness is however 

to some extent dealt with by examining app permissions, as it then can be 

determined what functionality each app cannot have. 

Another difficulty is how to subjectively estimate the usability of app 

permissions in the contact center platform context. Estimating the usability is 

however essential. This difficulty is to some extent dealt with by using the 

complete permission list in the thesis, as it allows the reader to verify the 

estimates. 
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4 Results of Market Inventory and App 

Permission Research 

This chapter presents the results of the market inventory and app 

permission research. 

4.1 MARKET INVENTORY 

To gain insights of the current state of contact center related apps, a 

market inventory was conducted. The results presented in Table 3 shows that 

all the companies chosen have some kind of customer service app, although 

the functionality varies. In summary, some (15%) appear to only be links to 

phone numbers and other non-app resources, while others make use of 

smartphone capabilities such as location (45%) or store user data to simplify 

filling in forms (5%). A few apps (15%) use push notifications and one 

contains a static image indicating expected queue time at different times during 

the day. 
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The Swedish market

Swedbank 500 4,1 x x x x x

Nordea 100 3,6 x x

Handelsbanken 100 4,6 x x x

SEB 100 4,2 x x x

TeliaSonera 100 2,9 x x x

Telenor 100 2,9 x x x x

Tele2/Comviq (Mitt Tele2) 100 3,1 x

Tele2/Comviq (Tanka) 50 3,3 x

Tre 50 4,4 x x

Vattenfall (My Pages)** 5 2,8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Vattenfall (Disruption info) 10 4,4 x x x

Fortum 5 2,2 x x

E.ON 5 2,0 x

Systembolaget 100 4,3 x x x x

Skatteverket 100 3,3 x

Trygg Hansa (Trygga Bilen) 5 4,0 x x

Apoteket (m.apoteket.se) x x

Internationally

JP Morgan Chase 10 000 4,2 x x

Wells Fargo 5 000 4,3 x x x

Booking.com 5 000 4,6 x ? x

United Airlines 1 000 3,7 x x x x

Mini Cooper USA 0,5 4,0 x x x

* Push notifications could be "hidden" to the user and shown without the user actively subscribing, in these cases it would not have been noted

** Functionality not tested as the app required a subscription the autor did not have access to.  

Table 3: Market inventory of company app functionality 
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The market inventory of company app permissions in Table 4 shows, 

among other things, that 100% of the apps can access the Internet, 60% can 

access location, 50% can call directly, 35% can use the camera, 25% can read 

contacts, 20% can read call logs and one app (5%) can use the calendar. One 

interesting point is that more apps can access location than the number of 

apps that have the user functionality of finding locations. Access to call logs, 

contacts, calendar and location are probably the most intrusive permissions 

used, no app asks for permission to read web history and bookmarks. 

Something else that is worth noting is that current smartphone browsers can 

allow a webpage access to the GPS, meaning that user location not is exclusive 

to native apps. 
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The Swedish market

Swedbank x x x x x x x x x

Nordea x x x x x x

Handelsbanken x x x x x x x x x x

SEB x x x x x x x x

TeliaSonera x x x x

Telenor x x x x x x x x x x x

Tele2/Comviq (Mitt Tele2) x x

Tele2/Comviq (Tanka) x

Tre x x x x x x x

Vattenfall (My Pages) x x x

Vattenfall (Disruption info) x x x x x

Fortum x x

E.ON x x x x

Systembolaget x x

Skatteverket x

Trygg Hansa (Trygga Bilen) x x x x

Apoteket (m.apoteket.se) (x) (x)

Internationally

JP Morgan Chase x x x x x x x

Wells Fargo x x x x x

Booking.com x x x x x

United Airlines x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Mini Cooper USA x x x x x x x x x
 

4.2 MULTIMEDIA AND OTHER USER DATA 

The result of the app permission research is presented in two tables. Table 

5 shows a summary of available Android permission relating to multimedia or 

other user data. Multimedia such as photo, video and sound are along with 

location, the calendar, NFC, WIFI and phone state deemed to be most useful. 

Table 4: Market inventory of company app permissions 

See Table 5 for permission explanations. 
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Other user data such as phone (browser) history, social media status updates, 

user SMS, address book and call log are deemed less usable either because they 

could be too controversial to use and or because it is unclear how they could 

be used.  

 

Media type Possible usage

Est. 

usability Permissions

API 

ver.

Photo Insurance or guarantee claim, error or 

malfunctioning

high CAMERA* 1

Video Insurance or guarantee claim, error or 

malfunctioning

high CAMERA* 1

Sound Guarantee claim, error or malfunctioning medium RECORD_AUDIO* 1

Network location Find agent with local knowledge or local 

dialect

medium LOCATION, 

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

1

GPS location Guide end user or guide staff towards end 

user

medium LOCATION, 

ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

1

Calendar Match end user and agent calendars to 

suggest callback time. Write callback event 

to calendar

medium CALENDAR , READ_CALENDAR, 

WRITE_CALENDAR

1

Phone state, phone 

number and IMEI

Used to determine if the phone is in phone 

call state etc (required to activate app after 

phone call). Can also try to retreive phone 

number (depending on SIM)

high READ_PHONE_STATE 1

Near Field 

Communication

Could perhaps be used in the future to 

retrieve data from another device

medium NFC 9

Check WLAN Could be used to check if the device is 

connected to a WLAN, could be used if a lot of 

data is to be sent to the user

medium ACCESS_WIFI_STATE 1

Device owner data Retrieve device user name low READ_PROFILE, GET_ACCOUNTS, 

PERSONAL_INFO

14, 1, 

1

Phone user history Search for device usage related to the 

company, but probably to controversial

low READ_HISTORY_BOOKMARKS, 

GET_TASKS

4, 1

Social media status 

updates

Probably to controversial low READ_SOCIAL_STREAM 15

Subscribed feeds Might be controversial, unclear usability low SUBSCRIBED_FEEDS_READ 1

Read SMS Probably to controversial low RECEIVE_SMS 1

Adress book Might be controversial, unclear usability low READ_CONTACTS 1

Call log Might be controversial, unclear usability low READ_CALL_LOG 16**

* Might be possible without an permissions if only l inking to built in camera/microphone app or fi le browser

** Previously included in READ_CONTACTS  
 

Table 6 shows a summary of permissions for additional functionalities that 

could be interesting, although not categorized as user data related. Among 

these functionalities, Google push notifications probably is the most useful, 

apart from basic functionality such as storage, internet access and initiating 

voice call, email, and SMS. Other functionalities that might be useful are SIP-

based telephony, using device alarms, Google Maps, modifying WLAN 

settings and setting the app to auto-start or keep awake. 

Table 5: Multimedia permissions (Google, 2013g) 
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Other functionality Possible usage

Estimated 

usability Permissions

API 

ver.

Voice call Initialize voice call high CALL_PHONE**** 1

SIP-based telephony SIP-based telephony could be used in 

the future

medium USE_SIP 9

Google Cloud 

Messaging

GCM push notifications are needed to 

communicate with Genesys Mobile 

Services

high c2dm.permission.RECEIVE, 

GET_ACCOUNTS ***

8

Send email Send email etc on behalf of user high ACCOUNTS, 

GET_ACCOUNTS, 

USE_CREDENTIALS *****

1, 1, 

5

Send SMS Send sms could be an alternative to 

email and chat.

medium MESSAGES, WRITE_SMS, 

SEND_SMS

1

External storage Save data so that it can be used 

outside the app, ie instruction video

high STORAGE, 

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

4

Alarm Remind or notify user of imminent 

callback etc

medium DEVICE_ALARMS, 

SET_ALARM, VIBRATE

?, 9, 

1

Google Maps API v2 Needed if using Google Maps API v2 to 

show location on a map.

medium READ_GSERVICES****** ***

***

Connect to WLAN Connect to the company's or other 

WLAN

medium CHANGE_WIFI_STATE 1

Location provider 

commands

Extra location provider commands, 

unclear usability

low ACCESS_LOCATION_EXTRA_

COMMANDS

1

Autostart Start app at device boot-up, unclear 

usability

low RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETE

D

1

Keep device awake Keep processor and screen awake, 

unclear usability

low WAKE_LOCK 1

Internet Internet access is fundamental high INTERNET 1

**** CALL_PHONE only needed to make direct call, no permission needed to launch call view with a number 

and then wait for the user to hit call***** Should not be needed if only l inking to an email app

****** com.google.android.providers.gsf.permission.READ_GSERVICES, requires OpenGL ES version 2

*** GET_ACCOUNTS is needed for GCM on Android versions older than 4.0.4 

 
 

4.3 SUMMARY OF MARKET INVENTORY AND APP 

PERMISSION RESEARCH 

Summarizing the market inventory and app permission research, it can be 

said that most current apps only use some or even none of the functionality 

possible with a smartphone. Some of the functionality in use is accessing 

location, calling directly and subscribing to push notifications. One possible 

functionality that none of the apps appear to use is to attach multimedia to a 

contact center voice interaction, this multimedia could either be created within 

the app or from other sources such as a built-in camera app.  

Another result of the app permission research is that there are many 

possibilities, but some could either be too controversial or prove difficult to 

find any usage of, with one example of the former being phone user history 

and one example of both being reading SMS.  

  

Table 6: Other functionality permissions (Google, 2013g) 
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5 Resulting Application Design 

This chapter first gives a summary of the use case of a contact center app 

that was created based on the results of the market inventory and app 

permission research. Then follows a state diagram based on the use case and 

finally a software architecture based on the state diagram. 

5.1 SUMMARY OF CONTACT CENTER APPS USE CASES 

The use case for the contact center app is summarized in the following 

subchapters and illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

CONTACT CENTER 
APP/MODULE 

STARTED/
ACTIVATED

CONTACT CENTER 
INFORMATION

SOME SELF SERVICE  
HAPPY USER  

J 

GET INFROMATION 
TO FIND AN 

APPROPRIATE 
AGENT

IDENTIFY END USER 
AND GET CONTACT 

INFORMATION

 

ESTABLISH 
CONTACT WITH A 
CONTACT CENTER 

AGENT

 
ACTIONS DURING A 

CONTACT
 

ACTIONS AFTER A 
CONTACT

 

 
Figure 1: Summary of contact center apps use cases 

The contact center apps use case can be divided into the parts shown in this Figure, with 

the first part being when the app is started or activated and the last part being actions 

after an interaction. 

 

5.1.1 APP STARTED, SELF-SERVICES AND CONTACT 

INFORMATION 

The contact center app use case can be started in two ways, either when an 

end user wants some information from a company downloads its contact 

center app and starts the app or when an end user uses an app for other 

services such as banking and then clicks some “Help” button that activates the 

contact center functionality.  

If the user starts a stand-alone contact center app then a start menu should 

be shown with some self-services such as FAQ, guides or instruction videos 

and a “Contact” item. An end user could click a self-service or be redirected to 

use self-service by another part of an app, but might not find an answer when 

following a flow such as FAQ and could then click a “Contact” button related 

to that issue.  

When “Contact” is selected some contact information should be shown 

including operating hours, an indication of predicted load at different times of 

the day, information about channels available within the smartphone and 
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buttons to start a contact, in example “Contact over phone” and “Send e-

mail/SMS”. The indication of predicted load should preferably be real time 

information from the contact center, but it can be simplified to a static image. 

5.1.2 IDENTIFY END USER AND GET CONTACT INFORMATION 

Identification is traditionally done manually by the end user through 

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) after the contact center has been called. It 

has to be done each time the contact center is called. With an app it could be 

sufficient to do most of the identification once, depending on security 

requirements. If the app is manly used for other functionality such as banking, 

then the user already might already be identified.  

In addition to identification, the app could try to retrieve the phone 

number, in preparation of a callback, but it is only possible if the operator 

stores the number on the SIM-card.   

5.1.3 GET INFORMATION TO FIND AN APPROPRIATE AGENT 

Information such as the topic of the end user’s question is traditionally 

gathered from the end user through Interactive Voice Response (IVR), after 

the contact center has been called. It is done from scratch each time the 

contact center is called. With an app it should be possible to generate 

suggestions of topics or questions if some self-service has been used or if the 

app is used for other functionality such as banking and the user then clicks 

some local “Help” button. It would also be easy to ask if the user has same 

question as last time, although this is not something specific to an app. 

Something that is app specific is to automatically gather data such as user 

location. The app could also ask if the end user wants to include some media 

such as a photo relating to the question.  

One possible improvement regarding automatically included data is to 

retrieve information about services used or web pages visited with the 

smartphone before contacting contact center, as it could help to increase sales 

if agents know that users have shown interest in some related product, but it 

would however probably be controversial.  

5.1.4 ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH A CONTACT CENTER AGENT 

Traditionally a contact center platform will decide what to do with an end 

user wanting to call the contact center after a call has been established, but 

with an app only a button has been pressed and no phone call has been made 

yet. In example, some logic at the contact center could determine what to do 
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with the inquiry of a phone contact, either by returning an access number 

leading to a (short) phone queue or by offering callback. Offering callback 

could greatly reduce end user queue time.  

One difficulty is how to match an incoming call from a hidden number 

with previously sent user data as the phone number is one of the keys used to 

match an incoming call with a previously reserved resource. Some kind of IVR 

will probably have to be used for these cases. 

5.1.5 IDEAS IF ACTIONS DURING A CONTACT 

It should be possible to use the fact that the end user uses a smartphone 

not only to send data to the contact center platform but also to send data back 

to the end user. Some ideas include instructing using live video call or visually 

guiding the user in the app, to help teach the customer how to solve similar 

issues in the future. Visual guiding could perhaps be accomplished by 

triggering one of a few different preinstalled instruction videos. 

Another idea is to send a small gift through the app to customers 

experiencing failures, in order to improve customer relations and make the 

company appear innovative. The gifts could perhaps be sent as QR codes and 

could consist of a coffee voucher or some app through a smartphone app 

store.  

5.1.6 ACTIONS AFTER A CONTACT 

With an app it should be easy to ask end users for feedback in a way that is 

convenient for the end user, by launching a feedback view after a phone call or 

a reply in another channel. Receiving feedback would probably be helpful for 

the agent and or supervisor. It would make it possible to catch disappointed 

customers before they can share their negative views of the company.  

Any feedback data stored for statistical purposes should be anonymized, but 

background data such as age and gender could perhaps be added 

automatically. 

The intended end result of this use case is a happy customer.  

5.2 APP STATE DIAGRAM 

The use case described above was used to draw the state diagram, as shown 

in Figure 2. It shows the development process divided into two phases. Some 

features were not implemented due to time limitations, mainly outbound 

callback and sending feedback back to the contact center platform.  
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Contact center 
app started/

activated
Start view:

Some ”Self-service” buttons
”Subscribe to push 

notifications” button
”Contact” button

Contact start view:
Operating hours

Prediction of contact center load
Contact channels information 
”Contact over phone” button

”Send email/sms” button

ON User clicks ”Contact”

Some self-service view, ie FAQ:
Some self-service topic 

Some self-service information
”Contact” button at end of self 

service flow

ON User clicks ”Self service”

ON User clicks ”Contact”

App used for 
banking/other 

service

ON User clicks some ”Help” menu

User contact information view AND/OR User 
question view:

“Identification/Customer number” text field*
”Not a customer” check box
“Authentication”  text field

“Customer phone number” text field*/**
“Customer location” text View**/****

“Update location”Button ****
”Same question as last time” check box

”Question topic/Customer type” spinner***
”Question sub topic” spinner***

”Include media” button
”Call” button

*saved; **automatic, ***partly automatic
**** location elements are visible for testing 

purposes

ON User clicks ”Contact over phone” 

ON User clicks ”Call”

GMS/ORS-server
Always allocate same agent

Use user data to allocate agent
Pop user data to agent
Estimate queue time

ON  split request IF Queue is short
DO GMS sends DNIS (

same response asrequest inbound)

DO split request

ON  split request response
IF Queue is long  AND user wants callback

DO request outbound

ON  split request response
IF Queue is short

DO App phones DNIS provided by GMS

ON accept
IF User accepts request-outbound-delay

DO Agent phones user

ON request outbound
AND Agent available

DO GMS sends agent available event

Feedback view

ON Phone call completed

Happy user J 

Contacting agent view

Black = Implemented
Brown =  not completed
Red = solution unknown
Gray = outside scope

ON User submits feedback
DO Send feedback IF User is unsatisfied

DO Handle unsatisfied user

ON Contact view in focus
IF not updated last X timeunit

Do request operating hour AND
 request queue time-once

ON request  operating hours AND
request queue time-once

DO GMS sends operating hours AND
queuetime as push notifications

On User accepts OR cancels agent available event
DO accpet (not implemented in sample)

ON User clicks ”Send email/sms” 

ON User calls DNIS alloacted by GMS
DO match-interaction (check if DNIS and ANI matches reservation, 

if match associate session with original request-inbound-immediate session)

Phone call
with agent

ON  split request IF Queue is long
DO aks if user wants callback 

ON split request 
response

IF queue is long AND
user doesn’t want callback

 

Figure 2: State diagram 

The state diagram shows the use case translated into the different states of the contact 

center app. 

A state diagram for an ideal case, where the user contact view can be 

omitted is shown in Figure 3. In an ideal case all end user data is collected 

automatically by the app, there are six requirements for this to be the case. The 

first is that the user is logged in and hence identified, in example if this is bank 
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or phone carrier app, the second is that some self-service or other 

functionality has been used that allows the app to determine what the subject 

is, the third and fourth are that internet connection and GPS are turned on, 

the fifth is that the carrier stores the phone number on the SIM card and the 

sixth is that no multimedia should be added. This state diagram only illustrates 

a request for an inbound call, but it would work the same way for outbound 

callback or a service that only offers callback when the queue time is long and 

other ways returns a number for the end user app to call. 

Contact center 
app started/

activated
Start view:

Some ”Self-service” buttons
”Subscribe to push 

notifications” button
”Contact” button

Contact start view:
Operating hours

Static prediction of contact 
center load

Contact channels information 
”Smart phone call” button

Queuetime
”Send email/sms” button

ON User clicks ”Contact”

Some self-service view, ie FAQ:
Some self-service topic 

Some self-service information
”Contact” button at end of self 

service flow

ON User clicks ”Self service”

ON User clicks ”Contact”

App used for 
banking/other 

service

ON User clicks some ”Help” menu

IF iedal case
ON User clicks ”Smart phone call” 

DO request inbound GMS/ORS-server
Always allocate same agent

Use user data to allocate agent
Pop user data to agent
Estimate queue time

ON request inbound
DO GMS sends DNIS

ON  request inbound
DO App phones DNIS provided by GMS

Feedback view

ON Phone call completed

Happy user J 

Black = Implemented
Brown =  not completed
Red = solution unknown
Gray = outside scope

ON User submits feedback
DO Send feedback

IF User is unsatisfied
DO Handle unsatisfied user

ON Contact view created
DO request operating hours AND request queue time-once

ON request operating hours AND
Request queue timee-once

DO GMS sends operating hours AND
queuetime as push notifications

ON User clicks ”Send email/sms” 

ON User calls DNIS alloacted by GMS
DO match-interaction (check if DNIS and ANI matches reservation, 

if match associate session with original request-inbound-immediate session)

Phone call
with agent

 
Figure 3: State diagram of ideal case 

The state diagram shows an ideal use case, where all end user data is gathered 

automatically and the contact view hence is omitted.  

5.3 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND DEVELOPMENT  

Based on the state diagram, an initial software architecture was created. It 

can be divided into two parts, the Android client app and the contact center 

platform (server) services.  
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The Android app is divided into code and resources. The code is in turn 

divided into three packages, one with the GMS request framework to 

communicate with the contact center platform, one with the graphical user 

interface (GUI) related classes that are independent of GMS and one where 

the communication between the user and the server is managed.  

The contact center platform part is divided into custom SCXML ORS 

services and platform settings including configuration objects.  

5.3.1 OVERVIEW OF CONTACT CENTER PLATFORM RELATING 

TO GMS  

Figure 4 shows a simplified overview of how the GMS is used in the 

context of the contact center platform, with focus on an incoming call. The 

main components relevant for this are the GMS, ORS and Configuration 

server as well as the end user client app and the agent desktop. Some contact 

center platform components including the URS, Stat server and T-Server are 

not shown.  

ORSGMS Configuration server/Administrator

AgentAgent Groups

Routing Point
corresponding to a 

DN (DNIS)

Genesys Mobile Services 
(GMS) external API

1. GMS request to ORS-service, 
i.e. request inbound

dfm files for GMS related 
ORS extensions

i.e. push notifications

Android app

User data stored in
Cassandra db

Resource Groups

7. Find a resource

16b.Phone call 
with agent

2. Store user data

ORS Routing Strategy Workflow*
 (SCXML routing strategy),

i.e. inbound scxml workflow*built-in 
GMS service from v8.1.2

10. Start routing strategy 
configured for the routing point

     Arrows indicate actions

12. Return to ORS session 
created on initial request

ORS-based GMS service
 (SCXML routing strategy),

 i.e. request inbound
Stored on Tomcat web 

server

GMS internal API

3. Forward request to ORS 4,13. Retreive user data

9. Phone call on DNIS provided by Android request response
8. Request response including DNIS

(Trough GMS)

15. Route interaction with attached user data 
to an agent

5,14. May use ORS extensions 
anytime during an ORS session

16a. AIS Agent desktop
with user data from 

Android GMS request

11. Find reservation for 
DNIS+ANI with match-interaction

6. Request and reserve a DNIS 
with request-access

 
Figure 4: GMS usage overview 

A simplified overview of how GMS usage relates to the other contact center platform 

components, with focus on app request for an incoming call with attached user data, 

that results in an agent phone call and agent screen-pop. 
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5.3.2 ANDROID APP DESIGN AND DEVELOPEMENT 

Following the Android app programming principle, UI resources were 

separated from GUI code, with the UI specified in files using the Extensible 

Markup Language (XML). The app design was also based on the MVC 

architecture.  

The code was divided into three packages to simplify updates and testing. 

One package was based on code provided by Genesys as a sample and 

contains the GMS request framework to communicate with the contact center 

platform. A second package was used for the GUI related classes that are 

independent of GMS, in example the start menu and the frequently asked 

questions view. The third package contains code initiating and responding to 

the communication between the user and the server, it was originally based on 

a Genesys sample but then greatly modified to work according to the app state 

diagram design.  

Android development was conducted using Android Development Tools 

(ADT) and its included emulator. ADT is an Eclipse plugin that combined 

with Eclipse offers a Java integrated development environment (IDE) with 

features to build, debug and package Android apps. It allows debugging over 

USB to a physical device running Android or on customizable virtual devices.  

(Google, 2013l) One advantage with the emulator is that it can get access to 

the same network as the computer used for development and hence will be 

inside local firewalls, whereas a physical device will need firewall 

configurations to give it access. 

5.3.4.1 Generic fragment-hosting 

Fragments are the recommended way of programming the UI, but each 

fragment needs to be hosted by an activity. To reuse code, an almost generic 

fragment hosting activity was created as an abstract class that is used as the 

parent for all (single fragment) activities, based on the concept by Phillips & 

Hardy (2013:172-175). This means that most of the demonstration app’s 

activity classes are as small as 15 lines of code with about two non-generic 

lines. The main GUI was then implemented in different fragments 

corresponding to the app state diagram. 

5.3.4.2 Singleton 

A singleton construction was the first choice to save and share user data 

between the different GUI activities (fragments) at runtime. A pure singleton 

is however of limited usage as global variable in an Android app, as all 

activities including their variables are at constant risk of being killed and then 
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restarted in a new process, whenever the user changes focus to another app. 

To solve this, the singleton is serialized and saved to a preference file before 

an activity is killed (on pause) and then loaded from disk whenever it doesn’t 

exist. This kind of singleton is used by (Phillips & Hardy, 2013:169). 

Alternatives to using a singleton includes passing all data in parameters 

while saving member (instance) variables in all activities using preference 

file(s), using a service to keep the data or subclassing Application to avoid 

having the activity killed. The first alternative could be interesting for a final 

app, although it requires more programming, while the second alternative 

would keep the memory even when the user does not interact with the app 

which is not needed for this app. Subclassing Application is discouraged by 

some of the Android framework engineers who favors using singletons instead 

(Hackborn, 2012). 
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5.4 NETWORK INTEGRATION AND SECURITY 

GMS allows access to the contact center platform over the Internet 

through REST-based APIs 3. Clients using these APIs should connect to the 

contact center over SSL-protected HTTP connections to a Web port specified 

in the GMS settings. These connections are, on the server side, managed by a 

Jetty container that is hosting GMS. (Genesys Telecommunications 

Laboratories, 2013c) Jetty is a HTTP server and java servlet (Eclipse, 2013)  

The GMS server is in turn, at least indirectly, connected to the contact 

center platform components ORS, URS, Configuration Server, Stat Server, 

SIP Server, an agent desktop application such as AIS and a Tomcat Webserver 

where SCXML for ORS-based services are stored. GMS is also connected to a 

Cassandra database embedded with the ORS. See Figure 5 for an overview of 

the GMS topology. (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013c) 

 

 
Figure 5: GMS deployment topology by Genesys (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013c) 

 

 

                                                            
 

3 CometD-based APIs can also be used, but are not relevant to this thesis. 
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5.4.1 GMS CLUSTER AND APACHE LOAD BALANCER  

GMS can be run as a single node, but is intended to be run in a cluster of 

multiple nodes. Genesys recommends placing an Apache load balancer in 

front of the GMS nodes to distribute API requests. (Genesys 

Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013a)  

5.4.2 GMS SECURITY 

The 8.1 Security Deployment Guide by Genesys Telecommunications 

Laboratories (2013g) states that “Any products that provide a RESTful 

interface (…), must be located on a web server that is not used for any other 

purpose. This Web server must be protected by appropriate user 

authentication and access controls.”. 

5.4.3 HTTP SECURITY GATEWAY (PROXY) / FIREWALL  

Genesys states that “GMS (nodes) should always be deployed behind an 

HTTP security gateway (proxy)”. This gateway should perform TCP and URL 

access control, load balancing, HTTP connection encryption with SSL and 

optionally client authentication. It could in addition protect against denial of 

service (DoS) attacks, authenticate requests, use IP-based client access control, 

rate limit traffic, inspects packages. The security gateway should have access 

rules to allow access to externally accessible API while restricting access to 

internal-only services. It should only allow access to services listed by name, in 

example as shown in Table 7. (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 

2013c) 

 

Table 7: Access rules example (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 

2013c) 

{base url:port}/genesys/{version}/service/{service name} 

{base url:port}/genesys/{version}/service/{id} 

{base url:port}/genesys/{version}/service/{id}/{request name} 

5.4.4 DoS ATTACKS 

The security gateway should have API request limits to deal with any DoS 

attempts on the APIs. In addition, more resource intensive requests or request 

parameters such as multimedia could be valid for identified end users only. In 

example, an image included as a parameter would only be stored in the ORS 

database if the user identification is correct. The same principle could be 

applied to callback requests.  
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5.4.5 UNOFFICIAL API REQUESTS 

API requests should preferably only be made from official client apps. To 

make it more difficult to access the APIs from unofficial apps, an 

“Authorization” header should be used by the app and verified by a security 

gateway. The header could either be HTTP basic access authentication, 

consisting of a user name and password dedicated to the app, or for increased 

security OAuth (Genesys Telecommunications Laboratories, 2013c; IEFT, 

2010). Client authentication will only provide any security when used in 

combination with SSL (basic access authentication, 2013). Obfuscating the 

Android code makes it more difficult to reverse engineer (Google, 2013m), 

but it should however be assumed that the app can be reverse engineered, 

meaning that client authentication only will limit the number of API calls from 

unofficial sources.  

5.5 END USER SECURITY 

Previously mentioned network security should secure the business data in 

most ways, but the user data needs additional protection to cope with scam, 

hijack and secure any data stored on the smartphone. 

5.5.1 COMMUNICATION SNOPING 

All communication between the client app and the GMS server should be 

encrypted to protect any user data and authentication being sent between the 

parties against snooping.  

Encrypted communications are achieved by using secure sockets layer 

(SSL), technically called transport layer security (TLS). In order to use SSL 

securely, a certificate authority (CA) is needed to sign server certificates used 

for the client-server communication. The CA can either be public, meaning 

that it is issued by a company issuing CAs, or private, meaning that it is issued 

by the organization itself.  (Google, 2013k)  

5.5.2 APP USAGE BY OTHER THAN DEVICE OWNER 

The end user should always provide a pin code to protect against unauthorized 

usage of any app functionality as well as theft of any data stored on the app 

such as identification. In the future, voice biometrics might be used instead to 

further increase security. User passwords, and perhaps user identification, 

should not be stored on the device. If any other data deemed confidential is to 

be stored on the app, then it should be encrypted in a public version of the 
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app. User data should also not be exposed in Android logs, as logs are a 

shared platform resource (Google, 2013j). 

5.5.3 SESSION HIJACK 

The app should always send an access code provided by GMS on the initial 

http request, to make it difficult to hijack a session. This access code will be 

sent over an SSL-connection and should be fairly secure. 

5.6 APPLICATION DESIGN DISCUSSION 

One drawback with this app design is that accessibility is not considered. 

Another drawback that has come to light after the design was implemented is 

that there might be too many steps before a contact is established, the 

question view should if possible be skipped, at least when coming from a self-

service view. 
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6 Resulting prototype  

One result of the research and prototyping is the final app, which is 

presented in this chapter. 

6.1 CONTACT CENTER PLATFORM CUSTOMIZATION 

The customized contact center platform services work according to their 

specifications. The result of service requests are shown in the app and or in 

the agent desktop. Figure 6 illustrates the agent desktop during a voice call, 

with user data sent by the app on the initial service request shown to the agent.  

One feature that was not implemented due to time constraints is showing 

images or other multimedia in other than binary form. 

 
Figure 6: Resulting agent desktop on the server side 

The user data from an app service request is shown to the contact center agent during 

the subsequent phone call. 

6.2 SMARTPHONE APP CLIENT  

The actual design of the smartphone app client can be seen Figure 7 and 

Figure 8. 

Figure 7 shows the start view with a list of options. One self-service is 

illustrated by the FAQ view in the middle of the figure, where a contact 

button is shown at the button of the information presented when the end user 

has chosen alternatives for the two drop-down menus. If the contact button is 
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pressed, then the information about the choices is forwarded to the contact 

start view. The latter view requests and shows todays operating hours, a static 

illustration of the contact center load at different times during a day as well as 

two buttons to contact the contact center. The first button, “Smart phone 

call”, is updated with a service request to show current queue time. It is used 

to initiate a service request that will be followed by a phone call to the number 

provided by the contact center platform. It will however in many cases, when 

some information is missing, first forward the user to the question view shown 

in Figure 8. The second button, “Traditional phone call”, is only intended to 

be used if there is some issue with former.  

 

 

Figure 7: Resulting Android app client part 1 

From left to right depicting the start view, the FAQ view and the contact start view of 

the contact center demonstration app. 

Figure 8 shows the question view used to gather additional information 

from then end user about the reason to contact the contact center, in order to 

find an appropriate agent and to quickly answer the question. Some GUI 

components are mainly included to show specific functionality such as 

location and should be removed from a non-demonstration app. The question 

view could be simplified, or even completely omitted, if the app is used for 

other purposes such as banking, where the customer already is identified and 

where the topic perhaps could be determined from the app usage.  

In the middle of Figure 8, the full response to a service request for an 

inbound immediate call is shown, it asks if the end user wants to call the 

provided number. A public app would only show the question and not the 

additional information. Finally the feedback view is shown. It is designed to 
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make it easy for the end user to submit feedback about the just ended contact 

center interaction. 

 

 

Figure 8: Resulting Android app client part 2 

From left to right depicting the question view, the request response and the feedback 

view of the contact center demonstration app. 

6.3 SUMMARY 

The resulting demonstration app and contact center services show that it is 

possible to create a contact center app. The demonstration app also shows 

that many GUI elements are needed to ask the end user for the different kinds 

of user data, especially if the user is unidentified and the topic unknown 

before the question view is shown. 
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7 Discussion 

By way of introduction the aim of this thesis is stated to examine how 

smartphone end user apps can be used as an online channel to the contact center platform for 

customer service interactions. To answer this question a smartphone app has been 

developed based on the possibilities provided by the Android and contact 

center platforms. The following discussion is divided into the aspects 

mentioned in the aim of the thesis. 

7.1 MARKET INVENTORY 

The market inventory shows that all companies chosen expose their 

customer service to some extent through a smartphone app, although the 

functionality varies greatly. The fact that all companies have an app is an 

indication of the importance given to mobile engagement. The varied and still 

somewhat limited functionality means that there is an opportunity for 

companies to become market leaders regarding contact center apps. 

Something else that the market inventory shows is that the apps are somewhat 

restricted when it comes to accessing possibly sensitive end user data, in 

example no app is requesting access to read web history and bookmarks. This 

might because usage of sensitive end user data may draw criticism to the app’s 

distribution page. It is also worth noting that some of the smartphone 

functionality is not exclusive to native apps, but accessible through 

smartphone browsers, meaning that it could be possible to develop a web app 

instead of native apps for each mobile OS. 

7.2 MULTIMEDIA 

The Android app permission research shows that a great deal of customer 

data can be passed to the contact center over the channels available in a 

smartphone. Possible end user data includes multimedia such as photo, video 

and sound as well as location, the calendar and NFC. It is also possible to 

make use of Google push notifications, set alarms and automatically initialize 

calls, email, SMS and SIP-telephony. Photos, push notifications and in some 

cases location are deemed most useful. The difficult part is not what is 

possible but to determine what is useful for a specific companies’ contact 

center, in order to do this detailed information about common services 
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provided by a specific company’s contact center is needed as well as input 

from agents working in the contact center. One difficulty with end user data is 

that there is no guarantee that each smartphone have all the data, in example 

not all device owners might use the built-in calendar. 

7.3 USE CASE 

The use case describes how information collected in an app could be 

transferred to the contact center. If the end user first tries to find an answer 

with some built-in self-service or mainly uses the app for other functionality 

such as banking, then the topic could be guessed by the app. If the app is used 

for functionality such as banking then the end user might already be identified 

and authentication information could be sent along with the request. Another 

type of user data that could be sent is location, which could be used to route 

the interaction to an agent with local knowledge, to guide an end user to a 

place or guide company staff to the end user. In addition to this automatically 

collected user data, the user could be asked to attach multimedia such a related 

photo, in example on insurance or guarantee claims or when having other 

questions about a service or product. 

In addition to this, there is some information that could be good to send to 

the app, namely queue time and operating hours. In the future, multimedia 

might be sent back to the end user, but that is outside the scope of this thesis. 

Offering callback without the end user first having to call the contact 

center, could be a means of improving the general customer service level. This 

is a feature that would require more time than was planned for it in this thesis. 

It should finally be possible to ask the end user for feedback after an 

interaction in a convenient and quick way for the user. 

The main difficulty with the use case is to make it user friendly while still 

using all features that could be useful, something that is illustrated by the 

demonstration app. It asks the end user for many kinds of user data, but might 

not be user friendly enough. The more GUI elements used in the app to 

gather user data, the easier it is to route the interaction to an appropriate agent, 

but more GUI elements also means that the app becomes less user friendly. 

To make a really good and customer friendly use case it has to be tailored for 

contact center services often performed by a specific company and its contact 

center agents.  

Another difficulty when creating a use case is to make it appealing to all 

different kinds of users that might contact a company, in example youth, aged 

and disabled people might prefer different functionality, meaning that the use 

case used when designing an app has to be a compromise. 
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7.4 NETWORK INTEGRATION  

The contact center platform component offering APIs accessible over the 

Internet is the GMS. The APIs should be REST-based and clients using these 

should connect over SSL-protected HTTP(S). The GMS server is in turn 

connected to a number the contact center platform components. To secure 

the GMS server, it should be protected with general user authentication and 

access control and be deployed behind a security gateway that only allows 

access to services listed by name, while protecting against DoS attacks. The 

server should be protected like any other server accessible over the Internet 

and the same applies to any other contact center platform components and 

servers on the network. 

7.5 SECURITY 

The basis for preserving the integrity of business and customer data is that 

all communication between the client app and the GMS server should be 

encrypted using SSL. To protect against unofficial API requests an 

authorization header to be included by the official app, but it should be 

assumed that the app can be reverse engineered and the authentication found.  

The end user should always provide a pin code to protect against 

unauthorized usage of the app and user passwords should not be stored on the 

device or in logs. To protect against a session being hijacked an access code 

should be provided by GMS on the initial request.  

Put together, the security of contact center platform access from an app 

should be higher than with traditional telephony. 
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7.6 DRAWBACKS 

The main drawback is that it is difficult to create one solution that fits all 

companies regarding how to use smartphone apps as an online channel to the 

contact center platform. Sending some user data before a contact center 

interaction will probably be useful for most companies, but the information 

included will probably vary. For some companies location can be useful, while 

multimedia or authentication can be useful for others. An app allows the 

company to ask an end user for numerous user data, but with each GUI 

element it becomes more difficult to make the app user friendly. 

Push notifications will probably be useful for companies developing native 

app and or offering callbacks, but perhaps not for companies opting for a web 

app. 

In summary, the main drawback with a contact center app is that it will 

have to be customized based on a specific company’s services. 
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8 Conclusions and further studies 

In this final chapter some conclusions of the thesis are given. These are 

followed by suggestions of future research that is interesting but outside the 

scope of this thesis. 

8.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The resulting smartphone app first of all shows that it is possible to have 

an end user app as an online channel for customer service interactions. It 

further shows some new possibilities with an app in comparison to traditional 

telephony, with one example being that customer data can be sent to the 

contact center before an actual phone call is made. This information, or data, 

which can include topic, authentication, location and multimedia, can both be 

used to route an interaction to an appropriate agent and be shown to the agent 

to simplify communication with the end user. A second new possibility with 

an app is to show queue time and operating hours by just starting the app 

instead of making a call. Another new possibility is to send notifications to end 

users, in example when the queue time changes.  

There is however one main drawback with a contact center app and that is 

that it is difficult to create one solution that fits all companies, as only some of 

the new opportunities provided by the smartphone platform will be suitable in 

each case. 

8.2 FURTHER STUDIES 

There are many opportunities for continued studies about contact center 

apps, as it is a relatively new subject. Below follows a few suggestions.  

Smartphones should create new possibilities to allow disabled people to 

interact with the contact center platform as it can be seen as a traditional 

phone combined with a computer. How could a contact center app for 

disabled people be designed? 

Smartphones contain a great amount of user data that can be accessed by 

apps requesting specific permission to use these resources. What app 

permissions, such as reading the calendar, address book and web history, 

would people in general find acceptable for a company’s contact center app? 

The smartphone penetration has risen sharply meaning that, at least in the 

future, different generations will use smartphone apps. How should a contact 

center app be designed to be appealing to both youth and senior people? 
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Youth probably prefer many features while it probably needs to be very easy 

in order for senior people to be able to use it.  

There are two different types of smartphone apps, native apps and web 

apps. A comparison could be made in the context of a contact center app, are 

any of the smartphone features unavailable in a web app crucial for a 

successful app, in example push notifications. 

A key for a successful solution is to know the attitudes of the general 

public regarding related topics; it could therefore be interesting to conduct a 

large Swedish survey of customer attitudes towards contact center apps. 
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A – Glossary 

ACD Automatic Call Distributor. A part of a CTI-system 

that distributes incoming phone calls. The 

functionality can be divided into answering 

incoming calls, retrieving information and 

instructions from a database, determining how to 

handle calla and sending calls to appropriate agents.   

activity An instance of the Activity class in Android Java. It 

is the component that provides user interaction 

management with a screen of information, either by 

itself or by hosting fragment(s). 

Administrator Genesys Administrator. A GUI to administrate 

contact center platform component configuration 

and other objects and settings. 

ADT Android Development Tools. An Eclipse plugin 

that combined with Eclipse offers a Java integrated 

development environment (IDE) with features to 

build, debug and package Android apps on both 

real devices and on the included emulator. 

agent Contact center agent. A person working in a 

contact center and handling interactions. 

Agent desktop The contact center platform component that allows 

interactions to reach agents. 

AIS Agent Interaction Suite. An agent desktop being a 

web-based user interface for agents to handle 

interactions and view customer data with screen-

pops 

Android A smartphone OS developed by Google and the 

Open Handset Alliance claiming to be the world’s 

most popular mobile platform. See the theory 

chapter. 

ANI Automatic Number Identification. The number that 

a call is coming from. 

API Application Programming Interface. A specification 

of how software components interact with each 

other. 

app application. Commonly used for applications on 

mobile devices. 
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asynchronous Not being synchronized, events occurring 

independently. 

callback When no company representative is available, the 

customer is offered to be called by the company 

instead of waiting in a phone queue. 

CIM Customer Interaction Management (platform). The 

contact center platform by Genesys used in this 

thesis. 

Configuration 

Server 

The CIM component where all other components 

have their configuration data stored and processed. 

It also stores resources such as agents, DNs, RPs, 

routing scripts, list objects and various other objects 

and settings needed by the contact center platform 

to perform routing and other activities 

contact center The organizational unit within a company that 

manages customer service interactions over 

different channels such as voice telephony, e-mail, 

chat and smartphone apps. See the theory. 

contact center 

system/platform 

A contact center system is a computer-based system 

that provides call and contact routing for high-

volume telephony transactions, with specialist 

answering “agent” stations and a sophisticated real-

time contact management system. 

CTI Computer Telephony Integration. Technology to 

integrate or coordinate interactions on a telephone 

and a computer, in this context the telephony 

hardware with the contact center platform software. 

customer service An array of actions to satisfy existing customers, 

with the aim to develop a reputation of being user-

friendly and easy to do business with. See the 

theory. 

DN Directory Number. In the Genesys CIM context a 

contact point where an interaction is handled, in 

example a RP, an ACD Queue or an Extension. 

DNIS Dialed Number Identification Service. The number 

called, in this context when contacting contact 

center. It can also be the number provided by the 

contact center platform to the customer in 

preparation of a call to the contact center. 
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DoS (attack) Denial-of-Service or Distributed Denial-of-Service 

(DDoS). An attempt to make a network resource 

unavailable on the Internet, generally to disrupt a 

service on a Web server from serving its intended 

users. 

DTMF Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency. A means of signaling 

characters  0-9, A-D, * and # over analogue 

telephone lines in the voice-frequency band. 

ECMAScript A scripting standard based on and implemented as 

JavaScript and Jscript. 

FAQ Frequently Asked Questions. A list of common 

questions with answers on a given subject. 

fragment An instance of the Fragment class in Android Java 

(may be from the support library). It can be thought 

of as a modular part of an activity that represents 

some functionality or UI, which either can be used 

to build a multi-pane UI and or be reused in 

multiple activities. Fragment instances are always 

hosted by an activity. 

GCM Google Cloud Messaging. One means of sending 

push notifications to devices running Android that 

is supported by Genesys Mobile Services. See the 

theory. 

Genesys A company that provides the contact center 

platform used in this thesis. 

GMS Genesys Mobile Services. The CIM component that 

provides mobile engagement by allowing externally 

accessible APIs and some built-in functionality to 

manage API requests. 

GPS Global Positioning System. A worldwide navigation 

system based on signals from satellites in space. 

GUI Graphical User Interface. A UI where users interact 

and manipulate with graphical components such as 

icons. 

IDE Integrated development environment. A software 

application that facilitates and improves 

productivity of computer programmers in software 

development. 

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol. The fundamental 

application protocol for data communication on the 
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World Wide Web. 

Internet A global system of interconnected computer 

networks that use TCP/IP. 

IP Internet Protocol. The main protocol for 

communication over the internet along with the 

Transmission Control Protocol, often written 

together as TCP/IP and then called the Internet 

protocol suite. 

IVR Interactive Voice Response. A technology to allow 

humans to communicate with computers by using 

touch tones on a keypad or possibly voice. 

Java A programming language that is concurrent, class-

based, object-oriented and designed with the 

intention to let developers "write once, run 

anywhere". 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation. A lightweight 

programming language independent standard 

format for data interchanges being an alternative to 

XML. See the theory. 

Linux In this context an OS kernel developed as free and 

open software that is used in widely different areas 

such as embedded systems and supercomputers. It 

is the kernel used by Android.  The term is 

sometimes used to refer to a complete OS using the 

actual kernel. 

MVC Model-View-Controller. An application design 

architecture dividing all programming objects into 

the three categories model, view and controller. See 

the theory chapter. 

NFC Near Field Communication. A set of standards to 

allow handheld devices to communicate with each 

other or other devices at a proximate distance. 

ORS ORchestration Server. The CIM component 

providing core functionality for interaction 

management along with the URS with applications 

written in SCXML. 

OS Operating System. The piece of software that 

manages the hardware and provides services for 

other applications. 
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P(A)BX Private (Automatic) Branch eXchange. A private 

telephone exchange/switchboard. 

POST On of the request methods supported by HTTP 

designed to send data to a Web server. 

QR (code) Quick Response Code. A type of optically readable 

matrix barcode that can store more information 

than a traditional barcode. It can in example be 

used for URLs and payments. 

REST Representational State Transfer. An architectural 

style composed of a set of interaction constraints 

that stress scalability of interactions and 

independency of component. See the theory. 

RP Route Point. In this context a DN with a specified 

routing script that determines how to handle 

interactions. 

screen pop Information automatically shown to an agent 

during an interaction. 

SCXML State Chart XML. A programing language providing 

a generic state-machine based execution 

environment based on CCXML and Harel State 

Tables that is used by ORS applications. It also 

supports ECMAScript within SCXML.  

serialization The process of translating runtime object states to a 

format that can be stored and later reconstructed 

(deserialized). 

SIM Subscriber Identity Module. A circuit that physically 

stores the phone number of a device. It stores an 

International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and 

a related key. 

SIP Session Initiation Protocol. A communication 

protocol widely used for voice and video calls over 

the Internet.  

smartphone A mobile phone that is able to perform many of the 

functions of a computer, typically having a relatively 

large screen and an OS capable of running general-

purpose applications. 

SMS Short Message Service. A system for mobile devices 

to send and receive text messages. 
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SSL Secure Sockets Layer. A protocol that provides 

communications security over the Internet by 

encrypting it. SSL is sometimes used as a non-

technical name for TLS. 

Stat Server Statistics Server. The CIM component that tracks 

the real-time states of interactions and calculates 

statistics and other performance measurements of 

contact center events and activities. It also provides 

the URS with information such as agent availability. 

TCP/IP See IP. 

TLS Transport Layer Security. The technical name for 

the successor to SSL. 

T-Server Telephony Server. The CIM component that 

provides the ORS and URS with an interface for 

telephony by enabling a computer telephony 

integration-link to control telephony hardware. 

UI User Interface. It is where interaction occurs 

between the user/human and the 

application/device/machine. Can be a graphical 

user interface. 

URS Universal Routing Server. The CIM component 

providing core functionality for interaction 

management. It is an older alternative to the ORS 

and supports the ORS with routing functions. 

VM Virtual Machine. A virtual computer/device created 

in software to emulate a real device or a 

hypothetical specification. It can provide a new 

instruction set that is different to the real machine 

and or allow multiple OS to co-exist on the same 

computer. 

Web server Hardware and or software that can be used to 

deliver (web) content over the Internet. 

WIFI A popular technology for WLAN. 

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network. A method to link 

two or more devices wirelessly, usually to distribute 

an Internet connection. 

XML Extensible Markup Language. A language 

consisting of formatting rules that make data 

readable to both humans and machines. 
  




